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MOTION DETECTION MECHANISMS Bart Krekelberg Full Address Bart Krekelberg Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience Rutgers University 197 University Avenue Newark, NJ 07102 T: +1 973 353 1080 X3231 F: +1 973 353 1272 E: [email protected] Address For Publication.: Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience Rutgers University 197 University Avenue Newark, NJ 07102 E: [email protected] Keywords Motion, Perception, Reichardt Detector, Motion Energy Model, Gradient Model, Visual Cortex, Insect Vision, Cat, Monkey, Computational Neuroscience Synopsis This review discusses theoretical, behavioral, and physiological studies of motion mechanisms. The three main schemes for motion detection (space-time correlation, orientation, and gradients) are contrasted using experimental data from insects, rabbits, cats, monkeys, and humans.



These schemes provide a basic understanding of the



organization of many neural motion detection systems. However, few neural systems are pure implementations of any of these three detection schemes. It is suggested that using a mixture of motion detection mechanisms may be advantageous to a neural system faced with the difficult, but important task of detecting motion under widely varying conditions.
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Like beauty and color, motion is in the eye of the beholder.



1



INTRODUCTION



The physical phenomenon ‘motion’ can easily be defined as an object’s change in position over time. An animal that can detect moving predators, prey, and mates, has a clear survival advantage and this evolutionary pressure has presumably led to the development of neural mechanisms sensitive to motion. However, the combined effect of evolutionary circumstance, conflicting demands on the perceptual apparatus, and limitations of biological hardware, have led to motion detection mechanisms that are far from perfect. A neural motion detection mechanism may not respond appropriately to all kinds of changes in position, and it may respond to some inputs that are not changes in position at all. It is in this sense that I subscribe to the quote from Watson and Ahumada (1985) at the start of this chapter; (the percept of) motion is constructed by the beholder’s imperfect mechanisms for the detection of (physical) motion. The goal of this chapter is first to elucidate the principles that the brain relies on to detect motion. But second, to point out that strict adherence to those principles is quite rare, and that imperfect implementations are the rule, rather than the exception.



Research into motion detection mechanisms is strongly model-driven. Many studies are guided by particular views of the computations that are needed to detect motion; they aim to uncover the algorithms used by the brain, and describe the details of the neural implementations (Marr, 1982).



Before delving into the details of motion detection



mechanisms, I will give a brief bird’s eye view of motion detection along these lines.
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Computations. Three views of the computations required for motion detection have emerged (Figure 2). The first states that to detect motion one needs to compute whether the presence of light at one position is later followed by light at another position.



To



detect motion, light has to be detected at both positions and times, and then compared. In the second view of motion, it is a continuous process of change. This view states that a moving object traces out an oriented light distribution in space-time (see Figure 1). To detect motion, one needs to measure this orientation. The third view starts from the observation that motion can only be observed when there is both a temporal and a spatial change in light intensity. To detect motion, both need to be measured and compared. Each of these views suggests a different emphasis on algorithms that are relevant to compute motion.



Figure 1 Motion as space-time orientation. A) When a bar moves smoothly rightward over time, it traces out an oriented trapezoid in a space-time plot. B) When that same bar jumps from one place to the next (apparent motion), the space-time orientation is still clearly visible.



Algorithms. The computations required by the first view can be performed by detecting light in the first position, delaying the signal, and multiplying it with the signal arising from the (undelayed) signal arising from the detector in the second position.



This



algorithm essentially performs a space-time auto-correlation. The computations of the second view require an estimate of space-time slant. This can be done by convolving the image with filters that are oriented in space-time. The computations of the third view require the estimation of both the spatial and temporal gradients in light intensity of an image. In abstract terms, such gradients can be determined by convolving the image with



4 appropriate (differentiating) filters. The motion signal is then given by the ratio of the temporal and spatial gradients. Each of these algorithms requires different neural hardware for its implementation.



Figure 2 Three views of motion detection. A) The Reichardt detector makes use of sensors that are displaced in space and time with respect to each other. By multiplying their outputs (indicated by the arrows), one can create a rightward (R) or leftward (L) selective detector. B) The motion energy detector uses overlapping sensors that are sensitive to rightward (R) or leftward (L) space-time slant. C) The gradient detector uses overlapping detectors, sensitive to either spatial (S) or temporal (T) change. Adapted from (Johnston and Clifford, 1995b).



Implementations. In the space-time correlation view, temporal delays and multiplication are the essential ingredients to detect motion. While temporal delays are part and parcel of neural responses, multiplication of two signals is not as straightforward. Much of the research at the implementation level is therefore devoted to understanding if and how neurons can perform a multiplication. In the space-time orientation view, neurons space time response maps must be slanted. Research in this tradition therefore concentrates on measuring detailed properties of space time response maps. In the space-time gradient view, neuron’s space time response maps should match those of differentiating filters. Research in this tradition looks for such properties in visual neurons.



I will use these three views of motion detection (Correlation, Orientation, and Gradients) as the skeleton to organize this chapter. It should be noted, however, that they are not mutually exclusive or even entirely independent. In fact, under some assumptions about the visual input, the detectors based on the three views become formally identical at their



5 output levels (van Santen and Sperling, 1985, Adelson and Bergen, 1985, Bruce et al., 2003). On the other hand, these formal proofs should not be misconstrued to imply that the three computations, algorithms and implementations are “all the same”. Behavioral methods may be hard-pushed to distinguish among some of the models because they only have access to the output of the motion detection mechanisms. But, as we will see, neurophysiological methods can gain access to intermediate steps in the computations which are distinct.



My goal is to present some of the salient evidence in favor of the Correlation, Orientation, or Gradient models. At the same time, however, I believe it is important to realize that the brain may not perform any of these computations perfectly. Such imperfections may have arisen from competing constraints in the evolution of the visual system, or the limitations of biological hardware. As such, imperfections may be a nuisance in a model of motion detection, but in fact, they can be instructive in the larger view of the organization of the brain.



Sections 3, 4, and 5 review the literature on correlation, orientation, and gradient models respectively. Before delving into the literature, however, I first discuss some of the methods and terminology that have proven useful in the study of motion detection.
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RESEARCH IN MOTION



Motion mechanisms can be studied by comparing the (behavioral or neural) response to a stimulus moving in one direction with that same stimulus moving in another direction. For direction selective neurons, this is often reduced to responses to a stimulus moving in the preferred and the opposite, anti-preferred direction. Many studies use sinusoidal



6 gratings as the stimulus. The reason for using gratings is that, as long as a neuron (or mechanism) is well described as a linear system, the response to sinusoidal gratings can be used to predict the response to an arbitrary stimulus (Movshon et al., 1978b, Movshon et al., 1978a). This Fourier analysis is only truly applicable to linear systems, which neurons in general and direction selective neurons in particular are not. Nevertheless, the Fourier method has proven to be useful and much of the terminology in the field is derived from it.



To study the internal mechanisms of a motion detector, a sinusoidal grating, may not always be the best choice. Although somewhat counterintuitive at first, even moving stimuli may not be the optimal stimuli to study motion mechanisms. The reason for this is that any motion mechanism worth considering would predict that motion in the preferred direction evokes a larger response than motion in the anti-preferred direction. Hence, finding such responses does not tell us much about the internal mechanisms of the detector.



Many studies use flashed stimuli to characterize the response of motion detection mechanisms.



A single flash by definition does not contain a motion signal, but



nevertheless, it often activates motion detectors (and therefore may even appear to move). The minimal true motion signal is generated by two successive flashes. Thus, by comparing the response of a motion detector to two successive flashes with the response evoked by those same flashes presented in isolation, one can extract motion-specific response properties.



7 A further elaboration of this technique leads to the white noise analysis of nonlinear systems identification (Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978). In this approach, the stimulus is a noisy pattern whose intensity varies rapidly and randomly. One can view this as a stimulus with multiple flashes occurring at the same time. Given enough time, all possible patterns will be presented to the detector, the responses to all possible patterns will be recorded, and the complete input-output relationship can be determined. In the finite time available for an experiment one can of course only approximate this situation. Typically these approximations take into account the first order response (response to a flash at a particular position) and the second order response (interaction between two flashes separated in space and time).



With these methods it is possible to measure the properties that have proven to be useful to describe motion detection mechanism and that will recur throughout this chapter: •



Direction Selectivity: a comparison between the responses to two stimuli moving in opposite directions.



•



Space-time response map (RF): the response to a flash at some position in the cells receptive field, presented at time zero, measured at time t. Because I will only consider one-dimensional motion, the space-time response map is twodimensional.



•



Space-time interaction map: the response enhancement observed for a stimulus presented at (t1,x1), when another stimulus has already been presented at (t2,x2). This is a four dimensional map. Often, however, the relative, not the absolute time and position of the flashes matter. In such cases, the interaction map becomes two



8 dimensional and represents the enhancement in the response to a flash due to the presentation of another flash dt earlier and at a distance of dx. In the sections that follow, these measures of the internal properties of a motion detector will be used extensively to characterize experimental data, and to distinguish between models.
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SPACE-TIME CORRELATION



The study of the neural mechanisms of motion detection started in earnest with work on insects by Hassenstein, Reichardt and Varju, in the early 1950’s. Considering the faceted eyes of insects, it is natural to view motion as the detection of successive activation of neighboring ommatidia.



3.1 THE REICHARDT DETECTOR Hassenstein and Reichardt (1956) proposed the first formal model of motion detection on the basis of careful observations of the behavior of the beetle (Chlorophanus Viridis). When placed in a moving environment, this beetle has the instinctive reaction to turn with the motion of the environment. Presumably it does this to keep moving in a direction that is constant with respect to the environment. Later studies have made use of similar optomotor responses in houseflies, blow flies, and locusts to gain access to their percept of motion.



Figure 3 A beetle on a Spangenglobus. The beetle is glued to the black pole which holds it stationary in space. When it is lowered onto the y-maze globe, it instinctively grabs it and starts “walking” along the ridges. When it comes to a y-junction, it must make a decision to go right or left. This decision can be influenced by presenting motion in the environment. (© Freiburger Universitaetsblaetter).
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By putting the beetle on a Y-globe (or ‘Spangenglobus’, in German), and surrounding it by a cylinder marked with vertical patterns, Hassenstein and Reichardt were able to quantify the beetle’s motion percept (Figure 3). For instance, when they first presented a bright (+1) bar such that its light hit a specific ommatidium and then another bright bar to stimulate the nearest ommatidium to the left, the beetle turned towards the left. When a dark (-1) bar was followed by a dark bar on the left, the beetle also turned to the left. But, when a bright (+1) bar followed a dark (-1) bar on the left, the beetle turned to the right. From these key observations, they concluded that a simple algebraic multiplication of the contrasts of the visual patterns could underlie the motion response. Additionally, they found that, for any given two-bar sequence, the optomotor response was strongest when there was about 250 ms between the two stimuli. A simple model that captures both these properties is shown in Figure 4 .



Figure 4 The (Hassenstein-) Reichardt detector. The light sensors represent the beetle’s ommatidia. Signals from two neighboring ommatidia (I) are multiplied at stage III. One of the two input signals, however, is first delayed (II). The output of the multiplication stage in black is selective for rightward motion. This selectivity is enhanced in the last stage (IV) by subtracting the output of a leftward selective subunit (in gray) from that of the rightward selective subunit.



The first stage represents the input from two neighboring ommatidia. At the second stage, the input from one location is delayed. The third stage implements the multiplication that Hassenstein and Reichardt observed to underlie the beetle’s behavior. This is an essential nonlinear operation, without which no direction selectivity could be generated in the



10 time-averaged signal (Poggio and Reichardt, 1973, Poggio and Reichardt, 1981). To create a signal whose average value indicates the direction of motion, his stage can also average the signal over time. Finally, the output of a leftward selective motion detector is subtracted from that of a rightward detector in the fourth stage. This subtraction greatly improves the selectivity of the detector (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1990). The result is a single valued output that is positive for rightward motion and negative for leftward motion. One could imagine such a number being fed straight into a motor control system to generate the beetle’s following response. Formally, one can show that the output of this stage is the autocorrelation of the input signal (Reichardt, 1961). In other words, the detector determines how much a signal in one location is like the signal at a later time at a position to the right. If this autocorrelation is positive, motion is to the right; if it is negative motion is to the left.



3.2 BEHAVIORAL EVIDENCE The Reichardt detector makes some very specific and sometimes counterintuitive predictions about motion perception that have been tested in detail. I will highlight a few of these here.



3.2.1 Facilitation When a stimulus jumps from one position to the next and increases its contrast at the same time, the Reichardt model predicts that the motion signal is proportional to the product of the pre-jump and post-jump contrast. As long as stimulus contrast is small enough, this is indeed the case in many insects (Reichardt, 1961, McCann and MacGinitie, 1965, Buchner, 1984). For higher contrasts, however, further increases in



11 contrast no longer strengthen the motion signal. Hence, a complete model should incorporate some kind of saturation or normalization of the response for high contrast.



Van Santen and Sperling (1984) investigated this issue in humans and showed that, at least at low contrast, the motion signal indeed increased as the product of pre- and postjump contrasts. This clearly argues in favor of facilitation and even suggests that this facilitation takes the form of a multiplication. More recent experiments, however, show that perception is affected differently depending on whether the pre-jump or post-jump stimulus contrast is increased (Morgan and Chubb, 1999). Neither of these effects would be expected in a pure Reichardt detector, but may be explained by adding noise sources and contrast normalization mechanisms to the motion detector (Solomon et al., 2005).



3.2.2 Reverse-phi The multiplication in the Reichardt model ensures that motion detection does not depend on the polarity of the contrast of a moving object (dark objects lead to the same motion signals as bright objects). At the same time, however, the multiplication causes a reversal of motion direction for stimuli whose contrast changes polarity. This inversion of motion direction with an inversion of contrast polarity during a motion step is called reverse-phi and has been observed behaviorally in insects (Buchner, 1984, Reichardt, 1961), nonhuman primates (Krekelberg and Albright, 2005), as well as humans (Anstis, 1970, Anstis and Rogers, 1975). This behavioral evidence suggests that the pathways detecting bright (ON) and dark (OFF) onsets interact within the motion system and that this interaction has the signature of a multiplication.



12 Behavioral evidence in humans, however, suggests that the ON and OFF systems are not treated as symmetrically as envisaged in the Reichardt model. For instance, the direction of motion in a sequence of dark and bright flashes requires a much longer delay to be detectable than a sequence of flashes of the same polarity (Wehrhahn and Rapf, 1992). Moreover, the reverse-phi phenomenon is found for eccentric presentations, but is much reduced near the fovea or when the distance between the observer and the stimulus is increased (Lu and Sperling, 1999).



3.2.3 Phase invariance The Reichardt detector determines the autocorrelation of an input signal. Because the autocorrelation does not depend on the starting phase of the signal, this implies that for any arbitrary pattern (that can be described as the sum of sinusoidal gratings), replacing one of the component gratings by a phase-shifted grating does not change the output of the detector. This prediction has been confirmed at the behavioral level in the beetle. Reichardt took two (essentially arbitrary) spatial patterns and constructed a first visual stimulus by simple addition of the patterns, and a second visual stimulus by adding the patterns with a spatial phase shift. When a beetle was confronted with these two visual stimuli, its walking behavior on the Spangenglobus was identical. (Reichardt, 1961).



3.2.4 Pattern dependence While the phase of gratings does not affect the output of the detector, other properties, such as the spatial frequency, do. This shows that the Reichardt detector is not ideal; its output is not the same for every visual stimulus with the same velocity. While suboptimal from the viewpoint of an ideal motion detector, this does provide another counterintuitive



13 prediction of the Reichardt model. To be precise, the model predicts that for every speed the detector responds only weakly to the lowest spatial frequencies, climbs to a maximum and then declines for higher spatial frequencies. Optomotor responses in many insects are consistent with this prediction (Buchner, 1984).



A more extreme case of mistaken velocity arises from spatial aliasing for high spatial frequencies. When a rightward Reichardt detector is stimulated with a rightward moving grating whose spatial period is smaller than twice the distance between the input channels it will evoke a negative (i.e. leftward) response. While this is clearly an undesirable property for a motion detector, the behavior of the blowfly actually matches this (Zaagman et al., 1976). In other insects, the relationship between the behavioral inversion and receptor spacing is not as clean, although this may be understood by assuming that the detector receives input from more than one neighboring ommatidium (Thorson, 1966b, McCann and MacGinitie, 1965).



Human visual motion perception is also spatial frequency dependent in a manner that is consistent with the Reichardt model (Burr and Ross, 1982, Smith and Edgar, 1990). The inversion of the perceived direction of motion that is observed at high spatial frequencies in insects, however, is not observed in human behavior (van Santen and Sperling, 1984). The simplest way to modify the Reichardt model such that the spatial aliasing no longer occurs, is to remove the affected high spatial frequencies from the input at an early stage. Van Santen and Sperling (1984) proposed the Extended Reichardt model, which has such pre-filters and removes the spatial aliasing behavior. Its flow-chart is shown in Figure 5.



14 The pre-filters essentially state that the elementary light sensors that provide input to the motion detectors, are not point sensors, but have an (overlapping) spatial extent.



Figure 5 The extended Reichardt model. Light falling on the retina is spatially (II) and temporally filtered (III). The outputs of the four filters are then pairwise multiplied (Stage IV). As in the standard Reichardt detector, the rightward selective subunit (black) is combined with a mirror symmetric leftward selective subunit (gray), at stage V.



Interestingly, the pattern dependence in the Reichardt detector arises only at the last subtraction stage. The so-called half-detectors respond to a moving pattern regardless of its spatial frequency. In other words, they are velocity tuned and not spatio-temporal frequency tuned (Zanker et al., 1999). But, as pointed out above, the motion selectivity of such half-detectors is weak (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1990). In a biological system, it seems likely that the subtraction of a leftward and rightward half-detector may not be perfect. This would have the effect of creating detectors that trade-off motion selectivity (fully symmetric subtraction at stage IV) against pattern invariance (No subtraction of opposite motion detectors).



3.3 PHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE Many physiological studies have looked for and found neural response properties consistent with the Reichardt detector. Figure 6 shows what the model predicts for experiments that measure the space time response map by presenting single flashes at various positions in a neuron’s receptive field. The first four space time response maps represent recordings from neurons at stage III of the extended Reichardt model (Indicated



15 by A,B,A’, and B’ in Figure 5 and Figure 6). The defining property of these space-time RFs is that they are not oriented in space time; they are well-described as the product of a spatial and a temporal profile. This separability is also observed at stage IV; here both the left and the rightward subunit are predicted to have the same response to flashed stimuli. As a result, the complete detector, which subtracts the outputs of Left and Right detectors, gives no response at all to single flashes.



Figure 6 One flash space-time response maps of the Reichardt model. Each of these plots shows the response of a stage in the extended Reichardt model to the presentation of a single bright flashed stimulus. Time after the stimulus runs down the vertical axis, the position of the stimulus relative to the receptive field center, is on the horizontal axis. Pixels brighter than the gray zero level (see colorbar on the right), represent an increase in the activity, dark pixels represent a decrease in activity. Within the linear model, such a decrease in firing after the presentation of a bright bar is equivalent to an increase in firing after the presentation of a dark bar. The labels in the lower left corner of each space-time response map refer to the labels in Figure 5.



3.3.1 Facilitation and suppression As can be seen from Figure 6, an ideal Reichardt detector should not respond at all to a single flashed bar. With an ingenious device that allowed them to flash a light on individual photoreceptors of the fly’s eye while recording extracellularly from the H1 neuron, Franceschini et al. (1989) provided evidence for this property. Single flashes, whether dark or bright, did not evoke a response in the H1 neuron. Such clean Reichardt behavior is rare; typically, motion detectors will respond vigorously to a single flash (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1990). No major modification of the model is required to explain this. For instance, some level of spontaneous activity in the multiplication stage would suffice to allow a strong input to always evoke a significant response. Alternatively, the



16 subtraction of the left and right subunit outputs may not be perfect. For instance, instead of calculating R-L, the detector may calculate R-βL, where 0< β 
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